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Abstract

A simple application of Chinese postman problem on #everystreet run-
ning challenge, where a runner attempts to visit every street of given area
at least once. In order to run the challenge optimally and avoid unnec-
essary detours and running same street twice (or more often) we used an
algorithm based on maximal matching which gives us an induced eulerian
multigraph where optimal Euler route exists.
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1 Motivation

Over the COVID-19 lockdown many runners and cyclist found themselves cap-
tured within their cities. Some of them ended up running or spinning endless
hours on virtual races such as Zwift, but some as e.g. Mark Beaumont [1] de-
cided to join #everystreet challenge. Every street is a challenge originated by
Rickey Gates [2, 3] who run every single street in city of San Francisco in fall
2018 which took him 46 days and run 1,303 miles.

Inspired by Mark Beaumont who did this challenge over the lockdown in
Edinburgh, place where I spend the lockdown, and literally everybody else who
managed to accomplish this challenge.1 We tried to find a algorithm finding
an optimal route for given street network area starting and ending in the same
point.

2 Every street challenge

Rules of every street challenge are run or cycle2 every single street of given
(metropolitan) area which is usually a city or a neighborhood. Till this point

1I would have never had the patience and motivation to run that much in the city.
2Based on athlete preference can choose running or cycling this challenge. Most preferred

and original? options is running.
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Figure 1: Map of East Prussian Königsberg from 1651 showing river Pregel with
two islands (Kneiphof and Lomse) connected by seven bridges. [8]

the rules are simple and clear, but the problem is the street definition. How do
we define a street? Do we include pedestrian paths, parks or highways? For
simplicity, we consider a street network of edges and nodes (interception of two
or more edges and dead-end roads) accessible by car. Assuming that runner3

can run oneway roads in both direction, we do not consider road direction. In
order to find such network we used Open Street Map API [4] with drive layer.

3 Problem

Finding a route for #everystreet challenge roots to the origin of Graph Theory
- the problem of Seven bridges of Königsberg. Where we are tryning to find
a route which visits every edge exactly once. However, in most cases, graph
is not Eulerian, and we could not find a perfect option where visiting every
street exactly once. Therefore, we can reframe this problem to more general
and well-known problem of the Chinese Postman4. The problem tries to find
the shortest closed path (or circuit) such that visits every edge of a (closed and
undirected) graph.

3In an exceptional cases a cyclist can go in oneway roads.
4Also known as Postman Tour or Route Inspection Problem
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3.1 Seven bridges of Königsberg

Seven bridges of Königsberg is a famous problem solved by Leonard Euler, which
sets foundations to todays graph theory5. In east Prussian city of Königsberg
flowed river Pregel which had two islands and seven bridges connecting them
with the mainland, see figure 1. However, the graph representing Königsbergs
bridges and islands has four nodes with degrees 3, 3, 3 and 5, Euler showed that
there is no such tour that visits each bridge once.

Theorem 1. A connected graph is eulerian if and only if every node has even
degree.

A closed graph is called eulerian if it contains Euler tour [7, 6].

3.2 Chinese Postman problem

However, most of the real street networks are very rarely eulerian and we often
need to find such route which visits every edge, therefore, we relaxed visits of
each edge condition to at least once. Finding such route is solving Chinese
Postman problem, named after Chinese mathematician Kuan Mei-Ko [6].

3.3 Optimal route

An optimal route visits every edge at least once and total length is smallest
among all possible routes. Let wi be weight or length of edge ei, then total
length of tour W = n0 ◦ e0 ◦ n1 ◦ ... ◦ n0 is

∑
i∈W wi, where ni is node.

To find such route we used solution proposed by Edmonds and Johnson [5]
in paper Matching, Euler tours and the Chinese postman from 1973, which uses
matching theory to find such graph where Eulerian tour exists6.

For the sake to keeping this work short, we will not explain all details, rather
state a very rough sketch of the solution described in the Edmonds and Johnsons
work [5].

If the street graph G is eulerian (all nodes have even degree) then we are
done. If not then we are solving Chinese Postman problem and some edges will
be visited more than once, therefore, let 1 + xi be the number edge ei is in the
tour. Let G′ be the graph formed from G by adding extra xi copies of edge ei.
In the end, all nodes in graph G′ should have even degree. Finding xi of the
optimal route is equivalent to finding integer xi ≥ 0 for each edge ei of G such
that

∑
wixi is minimal subject to

∑
i(1 + xi) ≡ 0 (mod 2) where the sum is

over all edges meeting in node nj
7, for each node of the graph G.

In order to link this problem to matching problem, let the node-edge inci-
dence matrix (aeinj ), ni ∈ N and ei ∈ E be defined as:

5In Eulers times graph theory was called geometry of position [9]
6This is the crucial point of the paper, in the original graph we can’t find Euler route, but

we can create induced eulerian multigraph where we can find the route.
7(mod 2) guaranties that the degree of each node is even.
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aeinj =

{
1 if edge ei meets node nj

0 otherwise

Then the problem is to find xi ≤ 0, ei ∈ E∑
ei∈E

aeinj
(1 + xi) ≡ 0 (mod 2)

and minimalizing
∑

wixi.∑
ei∈E

aeinjxi ≡
∑
ei∈E

aeinj (mod 2)

The right side stands for the degree of node nj , let bj zero or one based on

bj ≡
∑
ei∈E

aeinj
(mod 2)

Therefore, bj is zero if node nj has even degree and one if odd. The #ev-
erystreet algorithm can be solved by finding such xi, ei ∈ E:

xi ≤ 0, is integer, ∀ ei ∈ E (1)

lj ≤ 0, is integer, ∀ nj ∈ N (2)∑
ei∈E

aeinjxi − 2lj = bj ,∀ nj ∈ N (3)

z =
∑
ei∈E

wixi is minimalized (4)

where lj is a adjoining loop, an edge which connects node with itself.
The rest of the Edmonds and Johnsons paper describes the matching algo-

rithm and solving the linear program, for more details follow Matching, Euler
tours and the Chinese postman[5]. In #everystreet algorithm we used one of
the possible solution described in following section.

4 Algorithm

One of the proposed solution in Edmonds and Johnsons paper is to form a
complete graph Gp of odd nodes with lengths corresponding to shortest dis-
tance between odd degree nodes in the original graph G, then finding minimal
matching in Gp. However, every odd degree is endpoint of shortest path be-
tween matched pair, numbers xi will add up that every node have even degree,
satisfying equation (1).

This method should be the optimum to minimalizing z in equation (4) sub-
ject to (1), (2) and (3). Let consider that our method is optimal. Numbers xi

can be zero or one8. Edges with xi = 1 are those which forms a path between

8Otherwise (mod 2) will reduce them.
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Figure 2: Minimal matching (red nodes and edges) of odd degree nodes plotted
on original graph G, The Grange, Edinburgh Scotland

two odd degree nodes. Odd numbers xi meet odd degree nodes and even meet
even degree nodes. Therefore, we can focus only on odd degree nodes and follow
their paths to another odd degree node pair. We can remove all edges having
xi = 1 except those which forms a path between odd degree nodes. However,
the matching in Gp is minimal and paths between odd degree nodes are shortest,
therefore, the solution is optimal to (1), (2) and (3) [5].

This algorithm gives us numbers xi which forms eulerian multigraph G′

and Euler circuit can be found. To find a Euler circuit we will use Hierholzer
algorithm [10]. The #everystreet algorithm states as follow:

1. Find all odd degree nodes (bj ≡ 1 (mod 2)) in original graph G

2. Find shortest distance between odd degree nodes, using Dijkstra algorithm
[11]

3. Form a complete graph Gp of odd degrees nodes with weights of shortest
distance between them

4. Find minimal matching in Gp with Edmonds matching algorithm [12, 13]

5. Add edges ei given xi according to matching into eulerian multigraph G′

6. Find Euler circuit in G′ with Hierholzer algorithm [10].

4.1 Algorithm complexity

Chinese Postman problem or #everystreet algorithm can be solved in polyno-
mial time [5]. As we have shown the solution can be compose of three algorithm
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Dijkstra, Edmonds matching and Hierholzer. Each of these algorithms has poly-
nomial complexity. Dijkstra algorithm has complexity Θ(|E|+|N |log(|N |)) [11],
Hierholzer has O(|E|) and it is purely dependent on number of edges [10]. The
most computationally heavy algorithm is Edmonds maximal matching algo-
rithm with complexity O(|N |3) [12, 13]. Therefore, #everystreet algorithm has
complexity O(|N |3).

Figure 3: Every street of The Grange, Edinburgh, Scotland run according the
algorithm

5 Program

The www.everystreetchallenge.com is a simple web application where back-
end is powered with Flask app build on osmnx, networkx and network python
packages while frontend is a React app using Leaflet package for map interac-
tions.

6 Conclusion

Aim of this work was to provide an algorithm which finds in given metropolitan
area an optimal route for #everystreet challenge which visits every street at
least once and total length is shortest among all possible routes. In order to
do that, we link this problem to Chinese Postman problem and used solution
from Edmonds and Johnsons paper to find induced eulerian multigraph based
on minimal matching and find Euler circuit. As a result of this work is a simple
web application, www.everystreetchallenge.com.
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